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The Legacy Structure of Russia’s One Hundred Year Transformation
DIVA sociology collection reviewing the state-of-historical-study in a wide range of areas while showcasing the use of
poststructuralist approaches to studying family, gender, war, protest & revolution, state-making, social provisions,
colonialism, trans/div

Liberal Peace
American Economic Journal
Includes section "Book reviews."

Essays in the Political Economy of Development
This work is the first comprehensive presentation of liberal thought in Central Europe, especially in Poland, before and after
1989. The book contains a critical analysis of the proto-liberal anti-communist democratic opposition, in particular its ideas
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of the autonomy of the individual and civil society, and a description of economic liberalism as an alternative liberal
orientation. The author's main theme, however, is the dilemma of liberalism in a post-communist society in which it is faced
with historically unprecedented challenges. In countries which have no liberal tradition or the social or economic conditions
which encouraged the emergence of liberalism in the past, the classic tenets of liberalism are undergoing essential
modifications. Liberalism inescapably is becoming "constructivist" and serves primarily as the justification for a remarkable
kind of social engineering whose objective is the rapid building of capitalism. This book is both an important contribution to
our knowledge of the post-communist world and a voice in thh discussion on the nature and future of liberalism.

Institutional Change and Economic Development
International Handbook of Development Economics
Despite their many similarities, Central American countries during the twentieth century were characterized by remarkably
different political regimes. In a comparative analysis of Guatemala, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Honduras, and Nicaragua,
James Mahoney argues that these political differences were legacies of the nineteenth-century liberal reform period.
Presenting a theory of "path dependence," Mahoney shows how choices made at crucial turning points in Central American
history established certain directions of change and foreclosed others to shape long-term development. By the middle of
the twentieth century, three types of political regimes characterized the five nations considered in this study: militaryauthoritarian (Guatemala, El Salvador), liberal democratic (Costa Rica), and traditional dictatorial (Honduras, Nicaragua). As
Mahoney shows, each type is the end point of choices regarding state and agrarian development made by these countries
early in the nineteenth century. Applying his conclusions to present-day attempts at market creation in a neoliberal era,
Mahoney warns that overzealous pursuit of market creation can have severely negative long-term political consequences.
The Legacies of Liberalism presents new insight into the role of leadership in political development, the place of domestic
politics in the analysis of foreign intervention, and the role of the state in the creation of early capitalism. The book offers a
general theoretical framework that will be of broad interest to scholars of comparative politics and political development,
and its overall argument will stir debate among historians of particular Central American countries.

Liberalism After Communism
The Legacy of Yugoslavia
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This book investigates the parallels between mainstream development discourse and colonial discourse as theorized in the
work of Homi Bhabha, Gayatri Spivak and Edward Said. Aiming to repoliticize post-colonial theory by applying its
understandings to contemporary political discourses, author April Biccum critically examines the ways in which
development in its current form has recently begun to be promoted among the metropolitan public. Biccum contends that
what has begun is a sustained marketing campaign for development that is a repetition, augmentation and ultimately much
greater success of the work of the Empire Marketing Board of 1926. Demonstrating how this marketing campaign for
development attempts to facilitate support for neo-liberal globalization, Biccum contends that this theatre of legitimation is
emerging in response to growing critical voices and counter-hegemonic activity on the international stage. Featuring in
depth analyses of the UK, cultural values, DfID, the commemoration of the slave trade and campaigns including Live8 and
Make Poverty History, this book will be of interest to students and scholars of postcolonial studies, development studies,
and international political economy. It will also offer insights valuable to a wider range of subjects including critical theory
and globalization studies.

Rivalry and Alliance Politics in Cold War Latin America
This text identifies the indigenous roots of American liberal theology and uncovers a wider, longer-running tradition than
has been thought. Taking a narrative approach the text provides a biographical reading of important religious thinkers of
the time.

Brahmin Prophet
Alberta Law Review
The Legacy of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr
Rivalry and Alliance Politics in Cold War Latin America, Christopher Darnton’s comparative study of the nature of conflict
between Latin American states during the Cold War, provides a counterintuitive and shrewd explanation of why diplomacy
does or doesn’t work. Specifically, he develops a theory that shows how the "parochial interests" of state bureaucracies can
overwhelm national leaders’ foreign policy initiatives and complicate regional alliances. His thorough evaluation of several
twentieth-century Latin American conflicts covers the gamut of diplomatic disputes from border clashes to economic
provocations to regional power struggles. Darnton examines the domestic political and economic conditions that contribute
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either to rivalry (continued conflict) or rapprochement (diplomatic reconciliation) while assessing the impact of U.S. foreign
policy. Detailed case studies provide not only a robust test of the theory but also a fascinating tour of Latin American
history and Cold War politics, including a multilayered examination of Argentine-Brazilian strategic competition and
presidential summits over four decades; three rivalries in Central America following Cuba’s 1959 revolution; and how the
1980s debt crisis entangled the diplomatic affairs of several Andean countries. These questions about international rivalry
and rapprochement are of particular interest to security studies and international relations scholars, as they seek to
understand what defuses regional conflicts, creates stronger incentives for improving diplomatic ties between states, and
builds effective alliances. The analysis also bears fruit for contemporary studies of counterterrorism in its critique of
parallels between the Cold War and the Global War on Terror, its examination of failed rapprochement efforts between
Algeria and Morocco, and its assessment of obstacles to U.S. coalition-building efforts.

Book Review Digest
Ordering Power
This comprehensive encyclopedia covers the reciprocal effects that the politics, foreign policy, and culture of Spain,
Portugal, and the American nations have had on one another since the time of Columbus.

Political Culture and Institutional Development in Costa Rica and Nicaragua
These negotiation incentives can involve inclusion of previously excluded or outlawed groups as legitimate political parties,
sharing of resources with such groups, inclusion of former combatants in reformed military or police forces, and offers of
partial or complete autonomy. This approach is largely used to bring non-state armed groups into negotiations, rather than
as leverage on governments themselves. The book, drawing upon studies in Sri Lanka, Sudan, and Colombia, demonstrates
the limitations and even dangers of using such strategies."--BOOK JACKET.

State Building and Development
Stones of Hope
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Making Competitive Cities
DIVAsks how a virulent anti-Americanism developed in a Nicaraguan society that also seemed to embrace Americanization
fervently and explores the historical roots of this paradox./div

Global Citizenship and the Legacy of Empire
This wide-ranging volume demonstrates that there is no simple formula for successful institutional development. Through
numerous examples, the book makes clear that development can only be achieved through deliberate imitation of
successful foreign institutions combined with local innovations. The contributors discuss not only theoretical issues but a
diverse range of real-life institutions ?political, bureaucratic, fiscal, financial, corporate, legal, social, and industrial. The
case studies span dozens of countries, from past examples in Britain, Switzerland, and the United States to present-day
institutional development in Botswana, Brazil, and China.Institutional Change and Economic Development will be of interest
to academics concerned with the economics of the developing world and policymakers and professionals working within the
development sector.

Peace as Governance
Stones of Hope shows how African human rights activists have opened new possibilities for justice in the everyday lives of
the world's most impoverished peoples.

Feminine Bodies that Tell Stories
Provides an overview of development economics. This work discusses alternative approaches to development, the
macroeconomics of growth, factors and sources of economic development, major sectors of concern and international
issues. It explores income distribution and poverty, the state and other institutions, and actual development experiences.

Remaking Modernity
The Edinburgh Companion to Contemporary Liberalism
"On his retirement from the Supreme Court at the age of 90 in 1932, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. was celebrated as few
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judges have ever been, beloved and revered as a national treasure. Holmes's influence, magnified into legend by the
attention he has continued to receive, has helped to constitute the identity of the legal profession, the conception of the
judicial function, and the role of the public intellectual in modern American culture." "The present collection of seven essays
attempts to view Holmes's work apart from the restricted framework supplied by traditional jurisprudence by reassessing
Holmes as an intellectual, a legal theorist, and an iconic public figure and culture hero. Each essay adds something new and
distinctive to the scholarly controversies that have surrounded Holmes for over a century." "J. W. Burrow begins the volume
by looking at Holmes's relations to various strands of Victorian social thought. she next three essays approach, each from a
different angle, the problem of Holmes's relationship to formalism or classical orthodoxy in legal thought. Morton Horwitz
provides a sweeping reassessment of the development of Holmes's legal thinking between the early period of the 1870's
and 1880's and "The Path of the Law" in 1897. Mathias Reimann presents the first thorough exploration of Holmes's use misuse, more often - of German philosophy, notably his discrediting, in The Common Law, of the legacy of Kant and Hegel.
Stephen Diamond approaches Holmes's jurisprudence and his broader social and personal views by another original
pathway, his legal opinions in taxation cases and his private views on taxation." "The final three essays consider Holmes as
a man of letters and "representative" man of the American scene, both as he created himself and as he was created by
others. Robert Ferguson shows how Holmes deliberately went about the work of fashioning the public persona of a judge.
Peter Gibian shows how Holmes's construction of his public style was formed as a deliberate reaction against that of his
famous father, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. The final essay by David Hollinger has a dual purpose: to ask what Holmes
meant by the "scientific way of looking at the world" and to discover how Holmes came to be such a hero to liberal Jewish
intellectuals like Felix Frankfurter and Harold J. Laski."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Constructing a Federal State
This book charts the development of political thought within the British Liberal Party and its successor, the Liberal
Democrats. Beginning with Jo Grimond’s rise to the leadership in 1956, it follows the Liberal resurgence in the second half
of the twentieth century through to the major setbacks of the 2015 general election and the 2016 referendum on UK
membership of the European Union. Drawing on interviews with leading politicians and political thinkers, the book examines
Liberal ideas against the background of key historical events and controversies, including the period of coalition
government with the Conservatives.

Latin American Research Review
Many Americans consider John F. Kennedy's presidency to represent the apex of American liberalism. Kennedy's "Vital
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Center" blueprint united middle-class and working-class Democrats and promoted freedom abroad while recognizing the
limits of American power. Liberalism thrived in the early 1960s, but its heyday was short-lived. In L osing the Center, Jeffrey
Bloodworth demonstrates how and why the once-dominant ideology began its steep decline, exploring its failures through
the biographies of some of the Democratic Party's most important leaders, including Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Henry
"Scoop" Jackson, Bella Abzug, Harold Ford Sr., and Jimmy Carter. By illuminating historical events through the stories of the
people at the center of the action, Bloodworth sheds new light on topics such as feminism, the environment, the liberal
abandonment of the working class, and civil rights legislation. This meticulously researched study authoritatively argues
that liberalism's demise was prompted not by a "Republican revolution" or the mistakes of a few prominent politicians, but
instead by decades of ideological incoherence and political ineptitude among liberals. Bloodworth demonstrates that
Democrats caused their own party's decline by failing to realize that their policies contradicted the priorities of mainstream
voters, who were more concerned about social issues than economic ones. With its unique biographical approach and
masterful use of archival materials, this detailed and accessible book promises to stand as one of the definitive texts on the
state of American liberalism in the second half of the twentieth century.

The Journal of Politics
Grabbing Power explores the history of agribusiness and land conflicts in Northern Honduras focusing on the Aguán Valley,
where peasant movements battle large palm oil producers for the right to land. In the wake of a military coup that
overthrew Honduran president Manuel Zelaya in June 2009, rural communities in the Aguán have been brutally repressed,
with over 60 people killed in just over two years. United States military aid--spent in the name of the War on Drugs--fuels
the Honduran government's ability to repress its people. A strong and inspiring movement for land, food and democracy
has grown over the last two years, and it shows no sign of backing down.

The Virginia Quarterly Review
The Reverend Phillips Brooks was undeniably one of the most popular preachers of Gilded Age America and the author of
the beloved Christmas carol, 'O Little Town of Bethlehem.' However, very few critical studies of his life and work exist. In
this insightful book, Gillis J. Harp places Brooks's religious thought in its proper historical, cultural, and ecclesiastical
contexts while clarifying the sources of Brooks's inspiration. The result is a fuller, richer portrait of this luminous figure and
of this transitional era in American protestantism.

Iberia and the Americas
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Comprising essays by Michael W. Doyle, Liberal Peace examines the special significance of liberalism for international
relations. The volume begins by outlining the two legacies of liberalism in international relations - how and why liberal
states have maintained peace among themselves while at the same time being prone to making war against non-liberal
states. Exploring policy implications, the author focuses on the strategic value of the inter-liberal democratic community
and how it can be protected, preserved, and enlarged, and whether liberals can go beyond a separate peace to a more
integrated global democracy. Finally, the volume considers when force should and should not be used to promote national
security and human security across borders, and argues against President George W. Bush’s policy of "transformative"
interventions. The concluding essay engages with scholarly critics of the liberal democratic peace. This book will be of great
interest to students of international relations, foreign policy, political philosophy, and security studies.

Grabbing Power
Authority Over Distance
Annotation Mounting hostility to the hegemony of the United States; tumbling stock markets; environmental destruction;
sluggish economic growth, unprecedented income inequality, and growing poverty: something fundamental is wrong, argue
Petras and Veltmayer. They assert that globalization is a mere euphemism for capitalism in its current global, imperialist
projection. They show how resistance to capitalist globalization is being organized among very diverse social sectors, from
rural peasants to the middle class in wealthy countries of the North. They conclude their analysis by assessing the
possibilities for unifying the diverse forces of opposition to neoliberalism, capitalism and imperialism and the prospects for
an alternative socialist form of development.

The Movement that Fell from the Sky?
The book investigates the impact on the competitiveness of cities developing creative industries (arts, media,
entertainment, creative business services, architects, publishers, designers) and knowledge-intensive industries (ICT, R&D,
finance, law). It provides significant new knowledge to the theoretical and practical understanding of the conditions
necessary to stimulate "creative knowledge" cities. The editors compare the socio-economic developments, experiences
and strategies in 13 urban regions across Europe: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Birmingham, Budapest, Dublin, Helsinki, Leipzig,
Milan, Munich, Poznan, Riga, Sofia and Toulouse. These have different histories and roles; include capital and non-capital
cities of different sizes; represent cities with different economic structures; and different cultural, political and welfare state
traditions. Through this wide set of examples, Making Competitive Cities informs the debate about creative and knowledgePage 8/12
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intensive industries, economic development, and competitiveness policies. It focuses on which metropolitan regions have a
better chance to develop as "creative knowledge regions" and which do not, as well as investigating why this is so and what
can policy do to influence change. Chapter authors from thirteen European institutions rigorously evaluate, reformulate and
empirically test assumptions about cities and their potential for attracting creative and knowledge-intensive industries. As
well as a systematic empirical comparison of developments related to these industries, the book examines the pathways
that cities have followed and surveys both the negative and positive impacts of different prevailing conditions. Special
Features: Analyses link between knowledge-intensive sectors and urban competitiveness Offers evidence from 13 European
urban regions drawn from a major research project Establishes a new benchmark for academic and policy debates in a fastmoving field

Losing the Center
Solidarity in Crisis
What are the consequences of Yugoslavia's existence – and breakup – for the present? This book reflects on this very
question, identifying and analysing the political legacies left behind by Yugoslavia through the prism of continuities and
ruptures between the past and present of the area. After the collapse of Yugoslavia, it's former states adopted a nationbuilding process which opted to eradicate the past as such an approach seemed more convenient for the new national
projects. The new states adopted new institutions, new market-oriented economic paradigms and new national symbols.
Yugoslavia existed for 70 years and to consider the current political situation in post-Yugoslav states such as Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, and Kosovo without taking into account the legacy and
remnants of Yugoslavia is to discount a vital part of their political history. This volume takes a multi-disciplinary and multifaceted approach to examining the legacy of Yugoslavia, covering politics, society, international relations and economics.
Focusing on distinctive features of Yugoslavia including worker self-management, the combination of liberalism and
communism and the Cold War policy of Non-Alignment, The Legacy of Yugoslavia places Yugoslavia in historical perspective
and connects the region's past with its contemporary political situation.

The Legacies of Liberalism
The Making of American Liberal Theology
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This publication, from Edinburgh University Press, is conceived as the premier source of material on a comprehensive range
of topics in contemporary liberalism. It surveys some of the most important topics relating to liberal theory including
nationalism, citizenship, multiculturalism, feminism, Marxism, environmentalism, human rights, pluralism, and postcommunism. There are also chapters on such key thinkers as Habermas, Weber, Foucault, and Rawls, and chapters that
explore the critical challenges that liberalism now faces. Companion to Contemporary Liberalismwill allow students to
explore liberalism's contemporary relevance and to look to its likely future developments: each essay-entry, by a notable
scholar in the field, has been commissioned to provide analysis of a specific issue, topic or key thinker within contemporary
liberal theory.

The Legacy of Liberalism
An interdisciplinary journal that publishes original research and surveys of current research on Latin America and the
Caribbean.

Confronting the American Dream
Why does a huge income gap still exist between developed and developing countries? Plausible causes on the surface may
be the difference in technology, the quality of human resources, and economic institutions, but on the deeper level the gap
reflects the success and failure of state building which is vital for economic development. This book provides cutting-edge
knowledge on state building, economic development, and democratization based on case studies of Japan, ASEAN, South
Asia, and selected countries in sub-Saharan Africa. The book examines the interaction between land policies and the state
building in sub-Saharan Africa. It also pays special attention to corruption, which affects the relationship between the state
and the development, and decentralization, which exerts influences on the contentious politics. Finally, the book also sheds
new light on the failure and success of industrial policies based on a literature review and a case study of the rapidly
growing pharmaceutical industry in Bangladesh. This book is one of the few studies which squarely addresses state building
and economic development, and will be of use to those interested in this subject, development practitioners, and
policymakers in developing countries.

The Costa Rica Reader
This book analyzes the Russian post-Soviet experience in the context of political history, demonstrating the reach and
linkages of political structures as long-term legacies of influence and continuity that resist transition and confound
contemporary system analysis.
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The uneven path of British Liberalism
DIVAn interdisciplinary anthology that includes many primary resources never before published in English./div

System in Crisis
Democracy's checkered past and uncertain future in the developing world still puzzles and fascinates. In Latin America,
attempts to construct resilient democracies have been as pervasive as reversals have been cruel. This book is based on a
wealth of original historical documents and contemporary interviews with prominent political actors and analyses five
centuries of political history in these paradigmatic cases of outstanding democratic success and abysmal failure. It shows
that while factors highlighted by standard explanations matter, it is political culture that configures economic development,
institutional choices and political pacts in ways that directly affect both democracy's chances and its quality. But it also
claims that political culture is a dynamic combination of rational and normative imperatives that define actors' views of the
permissible, shape their sense of realism, structure political struggles and legitimate the resulting distribution of power.
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